
 
I. General Overview  
 
The Ministry of Planning released the Economic Survey for 2008, which reflected a grim economic situation, 
beleaguered by increased inflation and slowing economic growth. Economic growth is now estimated to have 
declined to 3.5-4.5% in 2008 whilst the Survey noted that the post-election violence (PEV) had caused USD 
3.7 billion in damages and agriculture productivity had declined by 8.1% from the 2007-2008 fiscal year. 
Meanwhile, the bill for oil imports increased by 18.8% in the past year, further constraining domestic 
production with higher input costs.  Furthermore, the World Bank was cited to have estimated that five million 
more Kenyans have been impoverished as a result of PEV. In light of these poor indicators, the key 
determinates of economic recovery outlined in the Survey, included the country’s ability to achieve the 
following: political stability, rehabilitation of infrastructure damaged in the PEV, construction of new 
infrastructure and increased regional economic integration in the East Africa Community.   
 
In addition to economic woes, Kenya also rated poorly in 
the Global Peace Index for 2007-2008, dropping to 
number 119 out of 140 rated countries from number 91 out 
of 121 countries in the 2006-2007 Index.  The report cited 
the high rates of homicide, violence, proliferation of arms 
and the unstable political climate as contributing factors to 
the declined rating. Indeed, a report by Peace-Net on 
small arms and light weapons (SALWs) in Kenya, noted 
that there is an increasing proliferation of SAWLs and that 
that the availability of SALWs played a significant role in 
the PEV. 
 
Weapons are reportedly being sourced from Uganda, 
Southern Sudan and parts of South Ethiopia.  The major 
weapons trafficking corridors are from Koloa Market, 
Marakwet district to Eldoret, Uasin Gishu district and parts 
of Nakuru district; from Kitale, Trans Nzoia district to 
Eldoret; and from Nairobi to Kauru, Molo and finally to 
Eldoret.  Analysts noted that cattle rustling in West Pokot, 
Marakwet and East Baringo districts has actually declined 
as youth are engaging in weapons trafficking, a more 
lucrative activity.  There will be a Global Week of Action on 
Small Arms and Light Weapons from 2-9 June; during this 
week, the Kenya Action Network on Small Arms and 
Peace-Net will strengthen awareness campaigns in support of non-proliferation. 
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HIGHLIGHTS 

• Representative of the Secretary General emphasizes the need to ensure sustainability of the returns and 
resettlement process. 

• Over two thirds of IDPs have left camps and 123 camps have closed since January.  
• 84,752 IDPs remain in camps and over 53,330 IDPs settle in transit camps. 
• Aid agencies report funding gaps for proposed projects; only 31.8% of the EHRP funded. 

The information contained in this report has been compiled by OCHA from information received from the field, from national and 
international humanitarian partners and from other official sources. It does not represent a position from the United Nations.  
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By-elections for five MPs on 11 June will determine the majority representation in Parliament between the 
Party of National Unity (PNU) and Orange Democratic Movement (ODM).  Meanwhile debate continues from 
within the Grand Coalition as to whether some of the youth who protested peacefully during the PEV could 
be given amnesty; however, the Internal Security Minister has ruled out the possibility of blanket amnesty.  
Parliament is expected to debate the Truth Justice Reconciliation Commission Bill, which will provide further 
guidance on the way forward.  Meanwhile, a renewed debate on land policy has emerged after the Minister 
of Lands suggested that all land with a 99-year lease pre-dating 1909 should revert to Government 
ownership.  The policy is reportedly intended to facilitate the redistribution of land, an underlying driver of 
past conflicts; however, it may face serious resistance from lease-holders. 
 
II. Humanitarian Situation  
 
The Ministry of Agriculture (MoA) noted that there was a loss of 3.5 million bags of maize during the PEV 
whilst only 60% of fields were planted in the South Rift during the long rains. The MoA thus projects that the 
harvest in August will only yield two million bags of maize. The MoA also noted that that Marsabit, Turkana, 
Moyale and Mandera districts had areas of high food insecurity, whilst the rest of the country is moderately 
food insecure, except for the western growing regions, which are generally food secure.   However, food 
prices are expected to continue to rise due to reduced production and an increase in the cost of production, 
particularly in PEV-affected areas. 

The Kenya Meteorological Department reported that rainfall during the first four weeks of May has been 
depressed in Eastern Province and North Eastern Province (primarily in the north), causing poor vegetation 
conditions in some areas. The marginal agricultural and drought-prone south-eastern lowlands are also 
reportedly experiencing a poor season.  However, the rains increased in coastal areas through mid-May, and 
rains throughout most of the drought-prone arid and semi-arid land (ASAL) areas have also been much 
higher than normal. This is expected to support higher crop yields and healthier livestock in most areas. 
Turkana district remains in an acute food security stage, due in part to insecurity, which is constraining 
mobility and reducing livestock, as well as poor rainfall in some areas.  
 
Pastoralist communities continue to be threatened by peste des petits ruminants (PPR).  PPR primarily 
affects goats and sheep, therefore disproportionately affecting more vulnerable households, who are less 
likely to have cattle and more likely to have small ruminants.  In Turkana district, goat mortality has risen 
from 15% in March/April to 35% in May.  PPR spreads more quickly when there is increased movement of 
livestock; the poor vegetation in some parts of Turkana district could cause increased movement of affected 
animals and lead to further spread of the disease. 
 
The Government of Kenya continues to take measures to address the looming food crisis.  Immediate 
measures include: a USD 100 million request to donors for emergency food aid; a doubling of the MoA’s 

Normalised Difference Vegetation Index 
Anomalies, 22 May 
Source: Kenya, Kenya Meteorological Department, 22 May 
 
 

 

Impact of the rains and current food 
security situation, 22 May 
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budget for high yield seeds to 1% of the total budget; and an increase in Government imports of fertiliser by 
32%.  Longer-term initiatives include a proposed doubling of the strategic grain reserves from 4 to 8 million 
bags over the next two years. 
 
The Representative of the Secretary General (RSG) on the Human Rights of IDPs, Walter Kälen concluded a 
mission to Kenya on 25 May.  His assessment of the returns process noted that it was overwhelmingly 
voluntary.  However, inconsistent information is being provided to returnees, especially regarding 
compensation, thereby impeding their ability to make fully informed decisions about the returns process.  The 
drivers of conflict have also not been fully resolved making reconciliation and peace-building urgent needs to 
ensure longer-term security. It was recommended that the returns process be slowed down to allow for better 
preparation and coordinated support to returnees, especially those who had been hosted by communities.  A 
livelihoods recovery strategy is also urgently needed to address the needs of the non-landowning/farmer IDP 
populations. The sustainability of the current returns process will require robust early recovery efforts by 
government and all humanitarian and development partners; such efforts will require significant funding for 
the transitional period.   

Security 
 
Two members of the Mungiki gang were killed in Eldoret, Uasin Gishu district, in a shoot-out with 
security forces, two AK-47 rifles were confiscated.  In the last two weeks there were also incidences of 
robberies with AK-47s in the Mandera East district.  
 
In response to the murder of WFP’s head of sub-office in Lokichogio, Turkana District, the agency has urged 
for increased community security as the operations are currently impeded by poor security. Five people were 
killed, six injured and over 1,200 head of cattle stolen on the border of Turkana and Samburu districts on 19 
May.  On 17 May, there was an attempted cattle rustling at Loyapat area in Kainuk division.  No casualties 
were reported or livestock stolen.  
 
The Government launched a military operation to flush out militiamen in Kabolet Forest, which borders 
Trans-Nzoia East, West Pokot and Marakwet districts.  Militias in the Forest are reportedly responsible for 
cattle rusting and killing in the area over several months. 
 
Population Movements and Displacement Trends  
 
The total population remaining in IDP camps is 84,752 in 123 camps. The majority of IDPs remaining in 
camps are in the North Rift (33,620) and South Rift (47,716).  The National Disaster Operations Centre 
reported that a total of 161,921 person have returned to their places of displacement, although the majority 
of the returnees had been hosted by communities.  
  
The highest numbers of returns continue to come from Trans Nzoia (18,914 returns), with a majority 
resettling in Geta Location, Suwerwa Location, Cheptobot, Cherangani, Nasianda and Kalaha.  
Approximately 15,554 have also returned from three camps in Uasin Gishu, with over a thousand settling in 
Rurigi, Kahuho, Kamuyu and Yamumbi transit camps each. Detailed reports on areas of return are posted on 
http://ochaonline.un.org/Kenya   
 

 
Source: Kenya Red Cross, 27 May  
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The Government is responding to fears and obstacles that some IDPs face in places of displacement.  The 
Internal Security Minister ordered provincial administrations take action against any reports of threats to 
returnees, specifically in the Rift Valley Province.  The Justice, National Cohesion and Constitutional Affairs 
Minister also warned that Government would deal swiftly with anyone who had taken over a house belonging 
to an IDP.  Despite these actions at a national level, conditions in communities of return are variable and 
there continues to be a need for local reconciliation efforts, involving local leaders and politicians.    
 
Increased coordination efforts are being undertaken by the government and the humanitarian community to 
meet returnees’ needs at places of return.  In the South Rift, coordination with the authorities on the returns 
process and joint planning has increased significantly since the beginning of the Government returns 
operation.  For example, in advance of a planned returns operation for an expected 1,367 from Afraha 
Stadium, Nakuru Town District on the week of 27 May, the Government called a meeting with all 
humanitarian partners to organize transport, emergency kits and shelter. In Uasin Gishu district, the DC 
consulted with aid agencies to ensure relief assistance in areas of return prior to IDPs being moved.  The DC 
in Kipkelion made repeated visits to IDP camps and to areas of return to facilitate reconciliation and return. 
Some members of Parliament have also been very active to smooth the resettlement process.  However, 
isolated reports of coercion continue to emerge in the Endebess camp, Kwanza District, including use of 
threats, psychological pressure, and intimidation by a district official. 
 
Further planning is needed for those who are unable or unwilling to leave IDP camps and the Director of 
Resettlement, Ministry of Special Programmes noted in a dialogue with IDPs, that the Government had not 
anticipated the particular needs of this group.  These populations are comprised primarily of non-land owning 
IDPs and will require further profiling so that targeted assistance can help support their livelihoods recovery.  
 
Many returnees continue to settle in transit camps.  Approximately 53,330 IDPs who left IDP camps in the 
North Rift have settled in approximately 75 camps.  Transit camp population sizes range from 10 people in 
the Job Estate Camp, Uasin Gishu, to 8,480 in Gitwamba Camp, Trans Nzoia district.  Because of their 
relatively new emergence, it is difficult to generalize about the function that transit camps are serving for 
returnees (i.e. whether they are a stepping stone towards return to farms or part of a new settlement 
pattern).  However, it is clear that they are providing at least an interim settlement for the majority of those 
IDPs who have left IDP camps.  Since the start of Operation Rudi Nyumbani, at least 64,609 IDPs have left 
the established camps. During the same period, we’ve seen the increase in transit camps and there is 
evidence that the majority of those who are settling in transit camps seem to originate from the established 
IDP camps. At the same time, there have been no significant declines in transit camp numbers to suggest 
that returnees are passing through the camps. The majority of those returning from IDP camps and settling 
in transit camps remain land-owning farmers who, in some cases, continue to use the camps as a base from 
which to farm and for whom the transit camps provide increased security.  However, it is difficult to make 
projections about how long IDPs will stay in camps, which will depend on many variables, including the 
availability and access to basic services from transit camps and whether IDPs are using transit camps as a 
temporary measure in anticipation of receiving some kind of compensation, without which they may return to 
IDP camps.   
 

IDP Camp Origin Number of Transit 
Camp Destinations 

Population in  
Transit Camps 

Eldoret Showground Camp, Uasin Gishu District & 
Kitale ASK Showgrounds, Trans Nzoia District 32 25,926 

Burnt Forest and Matharu Camps, Uasin Gishu District 19 11,093 
Timboroa Camp, Koibatek District & 
Endebes and Makutano Camps, Trans Nzoia District 24 16,311 

 
TOTAL 75 53,330 

 Source: UNICEF, 27 May 
While the specifics of the return and settlement patterns vis à vis transit camps requires further monitoring 
and analysis, an inter-agency assessment and monitoring tool has been developed to help form an accurate 
picture of the needs and gaps in each of the areas of return and in the transit camps. Thorough inter-agency 
assessments of 94 areas of return, including transit camps, in Uasin Gishu, Trans Nzoia East and West, and 
Kwanza districts are being undertaken on 27-28 May. The assessment will focus on the access and 
provision of basic social services and early recovery needs.  Similar assessments will also be carried out for 
Nakuru, Molo, Kipkelion and Koibatek districts.  
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South Rift Region 
 
Nakuru Town District 
 
Afraha Stadium: The government was expected to facilitate the return of approximately 1,300 IDPs from the 
Stadium on 22 May; however, movement was postponed and the Government subsequently met with the 
humanitarian community to plan the returns operation. The following responsibilities were assumed: KRC is 
profiling the IDPs and working with the government to provide transportation for the returnees; UNICEF and 
KRC will provide emergency kits; UNHCR will provide tarpaulins and tents; and the government will provide 
start-up funds (Ksh 10,000).  
 
Nakuru ASK Showground: The IDP Chairman for the camp highlighted that the camp is comprised of 10% 
land owners, 60% farmers who rent land, and 30% business people.  These populations require specific and 
tailored assurances and assistance during the returns process, such as support with their lease agreements 
and inputs to re-start businesses. However, tensions remain high between those who are registering to leave 
the camp (primarily land owners) and those who are not able or willing to leave and who fear that the camp 
will close if the numbers reduce or if the farmers leave. 
 
The Chairman noted that fear of insecurity in all areas of return was also a major concern.  Furthermore, 
many prospective returnees raised doubts over whether they would receive compensation when they 
returned to areas of displacement.   
 
Molo District:  
Over 50% of IDPs in district camps have returned to their homes, and the returns exercise is continuing.  
Approximately 800 IDPs have expressed fears of returning to their farms in Keringet division, Molo district, 
due to insecurity.  Meanwhile, local authorities have highlighted the urgent need for shelter and transitional 
kits, water tankers and mosquito nets for returnees.  Due to widespread belief that water sources have been 
contaminated, water testing of existing water points is ongoing in the district.  
 
Naivasha District:  
On 21 May, 2,030 IDPs left Naivasha camp for Kipkelion and 775 departed on 21 May for Burnt Forest; the 
majority of these IDPs had been living in the community. WFP estimated that 1,493 IDPs remain hosted by 
families in Naivasha Town. The Government had planned to begin a return operation for IDPs in camps on 
19 May but this was delayed due to the lack of transport.  
 
North Rift Region 
 

IDP/Transit Camps with High Populations IDP Camp/Transit 
Camp Population 

Number of Returnees 
from IDP Camps 

Eldoret ASK Showground, Uasin Gishu District 12,428  
Turbo IDP Camp, Lugari District 4,315  
Gituamba Transit Camp, Trans Nzoia District 8,480  
Bishop Muge Camp, Koibatek District 1,281  
 
North Rift Regional Total 

≠  
37,504 

 
58,124 

 
Most IDPs who have returned to places of displacement in the region are farmers, though the majority of 
these returnees have settled in transit camps close to their farms. The use of military trucks to transport 
returnees has been reinitiated due to the lack of other transport options; this could deter some prospective 
returnees as it could be seen as a form of government coercion and also create potential tension with 
communities in places of return. 
 
Urgent needs in areas of return include sanitation facilities; functional boreholes and piped water; and 
classrooms to accommodate returning children.  Some returnee farmers have also requested seeds and 
fertiliser for short-cycle crops, such as beans and vegetables.    
 
Increased security is also needed in some areas of return: in Kalaa and Nasianda, Kwanza district, farms 
can be accessed during the day but returnees report continued insecurity at night.  In Kalaha and Nasianda, 
Uasin Gishu district, communities cannot access farms due to insecurity whilst some returnees’ farms in 
Burnt Forest, Uasin Gishu district are reportedly being used for grazing by neighbours.   The ongoing military 
operation in the Mount Elgon region is delaying the return of IDPs to communities in that area.   
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The remaining IDPs in the Endebes camp, Kwanza district and Eldoret ASK, Burnt Forest and Yamumbi 
camps, Uasin Gishu district, are comprised of primarily squatters, business people or those who do not have 
land to return to. These populations do not have prospects for return and will require targeted assistance to 
help them re-build livelihoods.  Clearer guidelines are needed for these profiles of IDPs, for whom none of 
the three durable solutions (return, relocation or local integration) are feasible at present. 
 
The Yamumbi transit camp, established to accommodate overflow from the Eldoret camp, has been fully 
established.  However, children have to walk approximately four kilometres to the school in the Eldoret ASK 
Showground camp, which is deterring many from attending.  
 
 
III. Humanitarian Response  
 
Many agencies are experiencing funding gaps for their proposed projects. Low funding levels may be due to 
uncertainty about how Operation Rudi Nyumbani 
has impacted on the project proposals presented in 
April’s revised Emergency Humanitarian Response 
Plan (EHRP) for Kenya. Although the rapid 
resettlement of IDPs requires many humanitarian 
agencies to shift the emphasis of their work, the 
underlying needs and response strategies 
presented in the EHRP remain the same. In many 
cases, the location of the humanitarian action will 
change from camps to return sites. As a result, 
there will be a need for increased logistical inputs. 
For example, WFP will not be delivering food aid to 
camps but will allocate distribution points, as it 
currently does in drought-affected arid lands.   
  
Camp Co-ordination/Camp Management 
 
UNHCR and the Kenyan government have agreed that the government will complete the registration process 
on its own. Prior to Operation Rudi Nyumbani, 70 per cent of registration in camps had been completed. That 
data is being computerized by the Kenya Red Cross Society (KRCS). The remaining task is to register IDPs 
in areas of return. The main aim of this process is for payment of compensation, although it is also useful for 
planning humanitarian support. UNHCR still plans to carry out its profiling project, which is needed to target 
aid, but is waiting for IDP populations to stabilize first.  
 
The population of Eldoret Showground is increasing as IDPs wanting to return home move to the camp 
because of poor conditions in return areas. The camp has received 12 households from Naivasha, some of 
whom were in camps and some of whom were living in the community, and 27 households from Matissi in 
Trans Nzoia District, who had been living in the community. Those from Naivasha have said they will return 
to their homes in Burnt Forest if they are given food, building assistance and transport. Those from Matissi 
are mainly businesspeople who want to return to their homes in Soi in Trans Nzoia District but are no longer 
welcomed by their landlords and employers. They are planning to set up a transit site in Soi if they are given 
assistance. This new trend is posing additional challenges in maintaining accurate figures on the camp 
population. IOM reports that an additional 900 individuals are due to arrive at the showground from Naivasha 
and Nairobi this week.  
 
Early Recovery 
 
A livelihoods task force has been set up to strengthen livelihoods work, which has become a priority in light 
of the rapid resettlement operation. This broad approach was also deemed necessary to address food 
security, which stretches far beyond agricultural production. The success of the agricultural sector is 
dependent on the revival of other parts of the value chain and many farmers also depend on other sources of 
income outside agriculture.  
 
One of the taskforce’s focus areas will be on the provision of support to non-farmers as they leave IDP 
camps and attempt to restart their lives. While farmers are being promised seeds, tools and other farm 
inputs, the means by which businesspeople, artisans and others will start earning their own incomes is less 
clear. From international experience, one of the most common results of displacement is a burgeoning slum 
population. Therefore, IDPs in urban areas, or who end up in urban areas, will need special attention.  
 

Funding of the Kenya Emergency  
Humanitarian Response Plan 2008 
 
As of 27 May 2008 
 
Original Requirement:  USD 41,938,954 
Revised Requirements:  USD 191,929,303 
Funding:   USD 61,029,183 (31.80%) 
 
Unmet Requirements: USD 130,900,120  
  
Note: Compiled by OCHA on the basis of information  
provided by donors and appealing organizations.   
"Funding" means Contributions + Commitments.  
For the latest funding updates visit http://www.reliefweb.int/fts 
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The terms of reference for the livelihoods task force are being drawn up. The main focus will be on returnees 
but will also address the needs of host communities and other affected populations. The taskforce will share 
information, identify needs and gaps, mobilize resources and engage in advocacy. It will also maintain links 
with the Kenya Food Security Meeting/ Kenya Food Security Steering Group. 
 
Education 
  
Population movements continue to disrupt education as some children are moving back home with their 
families or to transit sites where there are no functioning schools. Other students are staying behind in 
camps or host communities so that they can continue with their studies while their parents relocate. The 
resettlement of volunteer teachers from the camps is creating staff shortages in camp schools. The cluster is 
looking for ways to improve the tracking of students and teachers. In the Nakuru area, this is being 
complicated by some parents registering their children under false names for security reasons.   
 
For a number of reasons including the rising food prices and the return of some IDPs to their homes food 
distributions to some camp schools and those schools that have taken on IDP children have stopped. This 
has resulted in a significant drop in school attendance. Secondary school attendance is also falling, although 
this is reportedly linked to the problems of an inability to pay the school fees and the uncertainty over the 
return process.  
 
In Nakuru Showground, 424 children have been excluded from local schools and orphanage schools where 
they had been integrated because of plans to resettle IDPs from the camp. The camp manager is pursuing 
the issue with the Ministry of Education as there are no immediate plans to close the camp and the children 
need to return to school.   
 
Children’s psychological welfare is declining with teachers reporting high levels of anxiety and anti-social 
behaviour, such as theft. Save the Children is planning to hold five one-day activity days for children in 
Nairobi, Nakuru and Eldoret, which will include psychosocial support to help children cope with the many 
changes they are experiencing.   

Shortages of school materials, such as furniture, teaching materials and water and sanitation facilities, 
remain a challenge. Save the Children has distributed 2,250 ‘school on your back’ bags, containing 
educational materials, in Nakuru and 40 desks in Eldoret. The ministry of education and UNICEF continue to 
distribute additional textbooks. Training for voluntary teachers and early childhood development teachers is 
ongoing in Nairobi and Nakuru. 

The army has reconstructed one school in Molo District that was destroyed during the post-election violence. 
It plans to repair another nine schools in the district plus another seven in Trans Nzoia. In total, 40 schools 
were completely destroyed in the post-election violence.   
 
Food aid 
 
The Government of Kenya, KRCS, WFP and partners have jointly distributed 13,887 metric tonnes (mt) of 
food to people displaced by the post-election violence since the beginning of the year. Some IDPs continue 
to be resettled without their agreed one-month food ration because of the expeditious returns process and 
lack of consultation. WFP is working to provide all returning IDPs with food both at point of departure and 
after resettlement. KRCS, UNHCR and OCHA are registering IDPs leaving camps in order to plan for 
continued support during the recovery period.  
 
Under the Emergency Operation, 659,000 beneficiaries in pastoral districts and 174,000 beneficiaries in 
marginal agricultural districts will receive 10,666 mt of food aid during the month of May. WFP has received 
new contributions from US, Japan and Kenya in the hope of averting a cereal pipeline break in June.   
 
Food Security 
 
Shortages of vegetables, like cabbages, potatoes, carrots, onions and tomatoes, have been noted in the 
North Rift, with those on the market being sold at twice the normal price. Although many IDPs have returned 
to their farms, farming activities are limited because farmers cannot afford inputs. Now is the time to plant 
vegetables, as they can be harvested within two months of planting. FAO recommends the provision of 
vegetable seeds otherwise shortages may persist for some time.  
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The Kenya Food Security Steering Group’s market analysis on the food security situation in Kenya will be 
presented to the Kenya Food Security Meeting on 12 June. It will outline possible future scenarios and make 
recommendations for interventions.  
 
Health 
 
A team from WHO visited Nakuru, Molo and Naivasha on 24 and 25 May on a mission to assess the health 
implications of the resettlement process in order to revise the health sector’s strategies. They found that the 
gap for delivery of medical services to IDPs has increased with Operation Rudi Nyumbani. There is potential 
for a health crisis if the resettlement process continues as rapidly as it has over the last few weeks. Many 
small camps with poor or no basic social amenities are being created which require increased humanitarian 
inputs that are not available. Whereas returnees could access free health services in camps, they are now 
having difficulties getting medical care. Local health centres charge user fees, which many cannot afford. 
Some returnees are also scared of travelling to health centres because of tensions with the host community. 
The poor water and sanitation facilities and food shortages in transit sites are an additional cause for 
concern because they are likely to increase health problems.  
 
Many local health facilities are not functioning well, if at all. Two dispensaries in Molo are still closed. All the 
government health facilities in the areas visited have run out of drugs. They have not received supplies for 
three months. Some centres are only operating on a part-time basis because staff are not living in the 
vicinity, due to ethnic tensions and security concerns. They commute from nearby towns. When they cannot 
find transport to attend work, the centres do not open. The team is recommending psychosocial therapy for 
health workers because of the trauma they have experienced. The cluster is following up on the issue of 
drug shortages with the Kenya Medical Supplies Agencies in order to improve supplies.   
 
Nutrition 
 
In light of the deteriorating nutritional situation in arid lands, the food and nutrition task force has 
recommended: i) an increase in the number of general food distributions in Turkana; ii) an increase in the 
number of supplementary feeding programme beneficiaries in Turkana and Mandera; iii) increased screening 
coverage in Turkana and Mandera. The Kenya Food Security Steering Group plans to carry out a rapid 
assessment in Turkana District to decide what level coverage should be increased to.  
  
UNICEF, WFP, the ministry of health, Arid Lands Resource Management Programme, AAH, Oxfam, Merlin, 
World Vision and KOKOP are carrying out a mission next week to assess the implementation of their joint 
supplementary feeding programmes for children under five years and pregnant and lactating women and 
people living with HIV/AIDS in Mandera, Wajir, Garissa, Tana River, Ijara, Moyale, Marsabit and Samburu.  
 
Lack of funding is a serious constraint and several partners will have to phase out if they do not get 
additional funds. The cluster is consolidating information about these potential gaps. UNICEF, WFP and 
NGO partners working in Mandera and Turkana Districts – the two areas facing the most severe malnutrition 
problems – will present their funding concerns to ECHO on 27 May.  
 
Protection 
 
The Sexual Exploitation and Abuse (SEA) working group is proposing the recruitment of a gender adviser 
who would make sure that SEA is addressed in a systematic way through capacity building and the 
establishment of sustainable co-ordination structures. The proposal will be presented to the Inter Agency 
Standing Committee next week if it meets with the approval of cluster leads and agency heads. The Sexual 
and Gender Based Violence sub-cluster has formed an advocacy working group to raise awareness about 
GBV issues. They are lobbying for reform of the current system whereby GBV survivors have to be 
examined by the government’s one certified doctor, who fills in a Police Medical Examination Form (P3), in 
order to take their case to court.  
 
Who  Place and 

date   
Activity 

UNHCR, KRC, 
Provincial 
Commissioner   

Kisumu  
19 May   

Stakeholders meeting to discuss resettlement of IDPs agreed that KRC and the 
provincial administration will lead in providing basic needs.  

UNHCR, KRC, 
Catholic Diocese 

Homa Bay 
21 May  

Fact finding mission. There are 6,449 integrated IDPs in the district and no 
camps. Household heads have returned home to look for jobs, leaving families 
behind. Genuine IDPs have been left out because of cases of non-genuine IDPs 
trying to register. Urgent need for post-trauma counseling. 15 unaccompanied 
minors have been registered in a local church school and KRC is tracing their 
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families.  
UNHCR  Kuria District 

22 May 
Fact-finding mission found 1,237 integrated IDPs, mostly businesspeople. Some 
are willing to return home to Migori and are being registered by the DO. Others 
have found jobs locally.  

Nyanza Provincial 
Commissioner & 
stakeholders 

Kisumu 
22 May   

Information meeting. Resettlement in Keroka, Ekerenyo, Kondele, Central and 
Koru camps will start 26 May. GOK will provide military transport to drop IDPs at 
transit points where they will be met by DCs. KRCS and WFP will provide food 
and family kits on return.  

UNHCR Endebess 
Camp, 
Kwanza 
District 
23 May 

Monitoring mission following DC’s ultimatum given the previous day for all IDPs to 
leave the camp. The DC also instructed KRC to stop giving assistance to IDPs in 
the camp on the grounds they were not genuine IDPs. The DC was not present 
but his staff reiterated that the IDPs were not genuine and they were seeking 
ways to move them elsewhere. KRC is following up with the DC.  

UNHCR  Urafiki Farm, 
Kunyak, 
Kipkelion 
District 
 24 May  

Fact-finding mission found 128 returnees from Nakuru had gone back to their 
farms while 316 were in Ngrimori town near their farms. With heavy rains and one 
tarpaulin per household, they had inadequate shelter and many were staying with 
friends. IDPs had 50 bags of maize, two blankets per family and family kits. 
Besides shelter, they requested seeds and fertiliser.   

UNHCR  Eldoret 
Showground  

Monitoring mission to find out concerns of potential returnees. Household heads 
plan to go home without their children to assess whether basic services and 
security are present in return areas. Reluctant to return is also because of the 
desire for compensation and solidarity with non-farmer IDPs.  

UNHCR Jogoo and 
Rironi Farms, 
Molo District 
9 May 

Monitoring mission to return areas where 1310 returnees are mainly camping in 
primary schools. They requested food, seeds, fertilisers and reconciliation with 
neighbours.  

UNICEF and UNFPA  Limuru 
22 May  

Training on GBV tools and guidelines and SEA reporting mechanisms.  

UNICEF and 
UNFPA 

Eldoret and 
Kitale,  
9-13 June 

Training on GBV tools and guidelines and SEA reporting mechanisms. 

 
Shelter and Non Food Items 
  
Standards in transit sites in the North Rift are poor to critical. UNHCR has been providing shelter and non-
food items to the following sites: Salama (Kwanza District), Burnt Forest and Yamumbi (Uasin Gishu 
District), Timboroa (Koibatek District) and Chogocho Farm (Molo District). Stocks are being depleted and the 
remainder will be allocated according to needs identified in return monitoring assessments.  
 
Water Sanitation Hygiene 
 
The major gap in the transit camps is lack of safe drinking water and pit latrines. This is a major health 
hazard. Agencies on the ground are assessing the situation with a view to planning a response. As a quick 
response, polluted wells in transit camps are being dewatered and cleaned with chlorine solution. UNICEF 
has provided eight water quality testing kits to the Ministry of Water and Irrigation and the District Public 
Health Office.  
 
Kenya Power and Lighting Company has disconnected power to water works in all towns in Nyanza and 
Western provinces due to non payment of bills by water service companies. As a result, water availability has 
dropped in camps served by municipal water. IDPs are walking to nearby springs to draw untreated water. 
They are using aquatabs to disinfect the water.  
 
 

 

For more information, please contact: 
Jeanine Cooper, Head of Office, OCHA-Kenya, +254 (20)7625155, jeanine.cooper@undp.org 
 
Rania Dagash, Desk Officer, Africa I Section, OCHA-New York, +1 917 367 3668, dagash@un.org 
 
Stephanie Bunker, Spokesperson and Public Information Officer, OCHA-New York,  
+1 917 367 5126, +1 917 892 1679 (mobile) bunker@un.org 
 
Elisabeth Byrs, Public Information Officer, OCHA-Geneva, +41 22 917 2653, byrs@un.org.  


